Abstract. The research is based on a kind of pitch channel hypersonic aircraft model built is released by USA air force, adopting the digital simulation to verify the basic free flight state preliminarily. The difference of the stability and divergent could get observation through the simulation result between hypersonic aircraft's attitude and attack angle and the traditional low supersonic aircraft. The research is aimed at evaluate the rationality of models, and do the preliminary analysis of the dynamic characteristics of hypersonic aircraft.
Introduction
Model built is the basic issue all over the research of hypersonic aircraft, and the accurate model is quite difficult [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Now, the Wind tunnel experiments try to obtain the experiment data as much as possible for typical feature points, and the experimental data is fitted into mathematical model with some errors at last. At the same time, the errors are also existed in the experimental data and the real flight. So modeling of hypersonic aircraft is very hard [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Even though, the domestic scholars are still do this research. The domestic model is classified as usual. USA published some kinds of typical models of hypersonic aircraft, but the effectiveness and accuracy of parameters need the further verified by the experiment.
Model Description
Considering the elastic shape structure, a kind of pitch channel hypersonic aircraft model built according to Lagrange equation is released by USA air force as followed:
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And V is speed,  is the speed angle, is attack angle, Qis the attitude angle speed, h is the height.  is the oil supplying factor, c  is the duck wing and e  is the lift rudder.
Simulation settings of free flying
In order to testify the rightness of the model of hypersonic aircraft, choose a initial height as 
Numerical Simulation and result analysis
With above initial conditions, the simulation results can be shown as below figures. The state of third elastic shape The free flying without control is stability basically on 0.2s through the curves above. The hypersonic aircraft is also stability, if the non-control flying time is prolong to 0.5s. But the attack angle will be overlarge, leading to the system instability. The free flying without control's stability at 0.5s can verify the rationality of hypersonic aircraft model enough, also it gain the point of verifying the model.
Conclusion
This paper obtain the whole pitch channel hypersonic aircraft model considering the affect of the elastic shape structure and make use of dynamic model of hypersonic aircraft engine. This model refers to a kind of pitch channel hypersonic aircraft model built according to Lagrange equation is released by USA air force, and fitting the missing parameter' data through the experience. At last, the simulation program is established to verify the rationality of hypersonic aircraft model, and get the result of non-control free flying stability at 0.5s. The hypersonic aircraft model is too hard to control or the hidden problem will be existed in the model if the flying time is too short. The model maybe be consider too simple to measure the fast changing with time of the model, if free flying time without control exceeds 0.5s.
